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there might be still, some mistakes inadvertently crept in the article. Please notify the same @

author’s email: drbhavdeep@gmail.com or Call/Whatsapp: 98761-93039 and they will be

corrected ASAP.

As mentioned previously, I have been dealing in the past few issues with an in-depth detail

about a few terms and concepts used very commonly in the arena of Mutual Funds. In the

last issue, before continuing with the series on Mutual Funds – I detailed about the Yes

Bank Fiasco and its fallout and impact for the investors and then, continuing the series on

Mutual funds, I dealt with – Portfolio Management – Objectives, Importance, Process, Risk

Profile, How to Build a Portfolio of Funds, Investment Horizon, Importance of Long-Term

Investment in Mutual Funds, Inflation & Deflation – Definition, Causes, Effects, Basics and

some concepts associated with all of them. I hope the above terms and concepts don’t seem

alien to you as I move further.

Let us continue with our discussion on Mutual Funds from where we left

it in Part 17 of the series.

Direct and Regular Mutual Funds

As per the mandate of Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), effective from January

2013, the fund houses or asset management companies (AMCs) have classified mutual funds in

two categories – direct and regular selling of funds. The asset management companies (AMCs)
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were offering direct mutual funds even before the SEBI’s mandate to classify direct and regular

funds. A direct fund investment was made directly into the distributor plan and was tracked with

a solitary net asset value (NAV). Therefore, the investors were purchasing fund units based on

the NAV of the distributor plan. This changed when the market regulator (SEBI) decided to

introduce direct plans in January 2013. Now, one can buy the former directly from an asset

management company, while we can buy the latter from an intermediary. Why spend more on a

regular plan when we can buy the same at a lower cost in a direct plan?

Let us evaluate in depth:

As per the directions of the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), a mutual fund

offered by an asset management company (AMC) comes in two variants and they are regular

funds and direct funds.

Direct Funds

Direct funds are those mutual fund schemes that are directly offered by the fund house or AMC.

The names of these funds are prefixed by the word ‘direct’ or (D). There is no involvement of a

third party, distributor or agent. The investors directly deal with the AMC offering the fund.

Since there is no involvement of a third party, there are no commissions or brokerage charges

involved in these transactions. Hence, the expense ratio of direct plans is comparatively lower

than that of regular funds. There are three mutual fund types one can buy:

1. Open-ended funds except for those that are closed or withdrawn and ETFs.

2. New Fund Offers (NFO), both open-ended and close-ended – should be of Fixed Term Plans

or Capital Protection Oriented Schemes.

3. Interval funds started from the first day of the stated transaction period.

In the direct mutual funds, agents, brokers or other intermediaries have no role. Investors are free

from commission or distribution fees which bring down the expense ratio. Even when we start a

SIP or make a lump sum investment, they will not levy any transaction charges as we are directly

dealing with the mutual fund company. They have a different Net Asset Value (NAV), and the

prospectus will specify ‘Direct’ to help investors identify direct plans.

Features of Direct Funds

Salient features of direct funds are:

1. Investors don’t depend on a third party or any intermediaries to make investments.

2. We can invest in direct funds, both online and offline.

3. As there is no commission to be paid or levy of the distributor fee, the fund house will not

impose the distributor fee and hence, keeping the expense ratio of direct funds on the lower

side.

4. Transaction charges are not levied.
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5. Direct funds offer higher returns than regular funds.

6. NAV of direct funds is higher than regular funds.

7. The word ‘direct’ in their description denotes the direct funds.

Best Direct Fund

The best direct mutual fund would have the following characteristics:

1. Has offered good returns over a long period.

2. Is often not affected much by the market fluctuations.

3. The expense ratio is lower when compared to peer/s funds.

4. Offers diversification of the portfolio.

5. The fund manager has an excellent track record.

(Image Courtesy: Google)

Regular Funds

Regular funds are those mutual fund schemes that are sold through agents, mutual fund brokers,

distributors and advisors. Since investors don’t deal directly with the fund house, there are

commissions or brokerage charges involved in regular funds. For every regular fund, investors

don’t pay the commission directly to the agent; instead, the fund house pays the same to the

middleman for introducing a new investor to their plan(s). The AMC collects this commission by

adding to the expense ratio and pays the agent or distributor. Hence, regular funds are slightly

more expensive than direct funds. Therefore, the expense ratio of regular funds is also slightly

higher than that of direct funds. At a glance, direct funds seem to be a better deal as they are

cheaper and without any extra charges. For regular funds, these extra charges are for the services

that we avail from an intermediary we buy from – agent, broker or distributor. However, the

decision to choose a low-priced mutual fund may not always work to our advantage. Unless we

are a well-informed do-it-yourselfer, we might need help in researching and selecting funds as

per our requirements. In this scenario, regular funds automatically become a better choice.
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Differences between a regular plan and direct plan in mutual funds

The asset allocation, investment objective and the fund manager/s would be the same for regular

and direct mutual funds offered by a fund house. The only way these funds differ is by the

commissions or brokerages. In regular mutual funds, the sales commission is paid to

intermediaries or brokers who get business for them. The amount of commission varies between

1% – 1.25% in a year. Although our monthly statement won’t reflect this amount, the NAV or

net asset value of our mutual fund units will be adjusted accordingly. For direct plans, AMC’s do

not pay any sales commission, so annual returns are generally 1% to 1.25% higher in case of a

direct plan. However, an intermediary understands our investment profile and risk appetite and

guides us accordingly. A certified financial expert can save us plenty of time by picking the best

plan to suit our unique requirements.

The below table shows the major differences between regular and direct funds:
Parameter Direct Funds Regular Funds

Third-Party Not present Present

Expense ratio Lower Higher (commission to the

intermediary)

Returns Higher – As the expense ratio is

lesser

Lower – As the AMC fee is more

NAV Higher Lower

Transaction Charges No Yes

Convenience Less More

Advise/Guidance No Yes

Research & market

knowledge required

Perfect for the market and

investment savvy

The qualified intermediary guides

as per the individual goals and risk

appetite
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Advantages of investing in direct funds over regular funds

Following are the significant benefits of investing in direct funds compared to regular funds:

1. Low Expense Ratio: Since there is no third party between us and the AMC, the expense

ratio of these funds would be relatively lower than that of the regular funds. In regular MFs,

the AMCs pay the agents a commission and recover the same through the expense ratio.

Though the difference in the expense ratio between regular and direct funds might seem

minimal, over time, the difference would grow to a significant sum.

2. Higher NAV: The Net Asset Value (NAV) of a mutual fund is the ratio of the value of the

total assets in its portfolio to the number of outstanding units. It is calculated by dividing the

overall value of the total by the number of outstanding units. NAV = (Value of the assets

owned) / (outstanding units). The assets owned by a mutual fund can be equity shares of

various companies, debt instruments such as bonds and treasury bills and cash instruments.

Since there are no brokerage charges, the NAV of these funds would be relatively higher than

that of the regular funds.

3. High Returns: As there is no brokerage in the case of direct funds, the expense ratio of

direct funds would be comparatively lower than that of regular funds. The difference in the

returns between the regular and direct funds might look negligible, but it would be massive if

we stay invested for a long-term. I will quote an example here. Let us assume that we invest

Rs. 12,000 a month in SIP for eight years in both regular and direct plans offered by an AMC.

Let us presume that the returns provided by the direct and regular funds are 11% and 10%

respectively. In the case of regular funds, the AMC pays a brokerage of 1% to the third party.

The following table depicts the corpus accumulated at the time we redeem our units:

Parameter Direct Fund Regular Fund Difference
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Monthly SIP amount Rs. 12,000 Rs. 12,000 0

Investment Tenure 8 years 8 years 0

8-year Returns (Assumption) 12% 11% 1%

Amount accumulated at the time of

redemption

Rs. 19.19 lakhs Rs. 18.34 lakhs Rs. 0.85

lakhs

Let us take another example here. Consider investing Rs. 10,000 a month in SIP for five

years in both regular and direct plans of a fund house. Let us assume that the returns offered

by the direct and regular funds are 15% and 13.9% respectively. For regular funds, the AMC

pays a commission of 1.1% to the agent. The following table shows the amount accumulated

at the time of redemption:

Parameter Direct Funds Regular Funds Difference

Monthly SIP amount Rs. 10,000 Rs. 10,000 0

Investment Tenure 5 years 5 years 0

5-year Returns (Assumption) 15% 13.9% 1.1%

Amount accumulated at the time of

redemption

Rs. 8,96,817 Rs. 8,69,573 Rs. 27,244

Let us take another example here. Consider investing Rs. 15,000 a month in SIP for ten years

in both regular and direct plans of a fund house. Let us assume that the returns offered by the

direct and regular funds are 12% and 11% respectively. For regular funds, the AMC pays a

commission of 1% to the agent. The following table shows the amount accumulated at the

time of redemption:

Parameter Direct Fund Regular Fund Difference

Monthly SIP amount Rs. 15,000 Rs. 15,000 0

Investment Tenure 10 years 10 years 0

10-year Returns (Assumption) 12% 11% 1%

Amount accumulated at the time of Rs. 34.51 lakhs Rs. 32.55 lakhs Rs. 1.96
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redemption lakhs

As we can see from the above three examples, the returns of a particular fund between a

direct plan and a regular plan can vary between 0.8% – 1.25% annually. But it all depends on

how knowledgeable one is when it comes to the markets. Happy customers are instrumental

to the reputation of distributors, so in regular plans, they are sure to recommend only the best

ones.

4. No Conflict of Interest: As we directly deal with the fund house/s, we alleviate the risk of

being misled by a third party like an agent or a distributor. There are no chances of agents or

distributors luring us to invest in particular schemes for their own interests or benefits. Hence,

opting to invest in direct funds will avoid /rule out the conflict of interest scenario.

Advantages of investing in regular funds over direct funds

1. Convenience: Even though direct plans mean less expense ratio, it needs more efforts from

the investors to make optimum gains. Investors have to shortlist funds on their own based on

their goals and risk profiles and then, choose that fund which meets their requirements. An

intermediary will already have an understanding of all these.

2. Expert guidance: Comparing and analyzing mutual fund performance and matching it with

an investor’s financial goals and risk profile requires in-depth knowledge. A qualified

professional (agent/distributor) can guide us in picking the right investment portfolio. Also,

they can impart us with their market expertise and advise us to invest in funds that offer

excellent returns.

3. Regular monitoring and reviewing: An individual investor may not have time, patience or

knowledge to review his portfolio regularly. Here, the distributor reviews our portfolio

returns and help us re-balance the asset allocation, if needed. This can lead to even better

returns and sometimes, justifies the additional expense ratio to an extent.

4. Value-added services: Regular plans don’t stop at selling us a mutual fund or reviewing it

regularly. They help us facilitate and track our investment. Therefore, it is more investor-

friendly than direct funds.

There are so many intermediaries and agents who will offer us handpicked plans, but they would

be regular plans. Our expense ratio will be slightly more than that of direct plans but they come

with a slew of benefits. With hundreds of options, investors sometimes find it difficult to

shortlist and finalize the right fund(s). There are some of the parameters to consider like the

reputation of the fund house, the age of the fund, past returns and financial ratios. The

intermediaries present investors with a diverse choice of portfolios and investors can choose as

per their financial goal and budget, such as tax-saving, short-term or long-term. So, choose any
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one but start investing!

Conclusion or the Final Word/s on the choice – Whether Regular Funds or Direct Funds?

In short, both direct and regular plans have their pros and cons. However, it would be best if we

remember that there is no difference in the portfolio composition and investment strategy of both.

The difference in returns is purely due to the commission paid to the middleman. After knowing

the advantages of investing in direct funds over regular funds, it is only wise to invest in direct

funds. We can save on paying unnecessary commissions and keep the expense ratio on the lower

side. Also, we would get higher returns on direct funds when compared to that of regular funds.

Switching between Regular and Direct Fund

As per the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), every mutual fund offered by a fund

house comes in the following two variants: regular and direct funds. To attain their respective

financial objectives, mutual fund managers invest in stocks, bonds and other assets. The direct

funds are those in which one can directly invest with an asset management company. Also,

the Net Asset Value of direct plans is always higher than that of regular funds. The regular funds

are those mutual funds in which one invests through an intermediary – distributor, agent or

broker. Regular funds are for investors who don’t have the time, knowledge or understanding of

the market, while direct plans are suitable for the more market-savvy investors. Both regular and

direct funds have their own set of advantages and disadvantages or pros and cons as mentioned

above. Lemme give you all the information that one should know before switching between

regular and direct funds.

How to Switch From Regular to Direct Fund?

We can choose to switch to direct mutual funds either online or in person. The online method is

more preferred as it is comparatively easier and only takes a few minutes to make the switch.

a. Online: Log-in to the mutual fund account – either the AMC provides it or one can access it

via agencies like CAMS or KARVY. Visit the transaction page, where one can buy, change

or redeem the fund units. Select the ‘switch’ option and then click on the respective fund

name. It will have a ‘Direct Plan’ option, click on it and follow the steps as displayed. It will

take about four working days to reflect the change. There are three online options where we

can perform the switch:

1. Direct Mutual Fund Platforms

2. Asset Management Company (AMC) Website

3. Registrar & Transfer Agent (RTA) Website

1. Direct Mutual Fund Platform: There are many direct mutual funds platforms like

Groww, Clear Tax, Zerodha etc. that allow us to make the switch easily. Not only they

offer a wide array of direct mutual fund plans to choose from, but the platform will also
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direct our request for the switch to the Registrar & Transfer Agent (RTA). This is also

one of the most preferred methods among investors to switch to direct mutual funds.

2. RTA Website: We can visit the official RTA website/s to perform the switch. We will be

required to fill up a form to request for the switch in such cases. We are also provided

with the option to switch our existing funds to direct mutual funds in full or partially.

3. Asset Management Company (AMC) Website: The third option we have is to perform

the switch through AMC websites. However, this process can be quite exhaustive in case

we wish to switch funds invested in different AMCs.

b. Offline: If one is not comfortable with the online switching procedure, then we can switch

funds offline. We need to visit the nearest branch of the fund house or RTA (or any other

intermediary) or AMC branch. We will be required to fill up and submit a form to switch our

funds. Enter the information such as the Folio Number and the fund name. Once they process

it, they will send us an updated account statement. The only drawback in the offline mode is

that we will have to visit all the AMCs in whose funds we have made investments in to

perform the switch.

Why Switch From Regular to Direct Plan?

Traditionally, investors could purchase mutual funds through independent financial advisors,

banks and distributors. In 2013, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) introduced

‘Direct Plan’. It has enabled investors to make independent investment choices. Hence, this step

is regarded as a cornerstone reform in the mutual fund sector. One main attraction of direct funds

is that investors will not have to pay commission. In case of regular funds, the fund house adds

the advisory charges to the expense ratio. If one is a market-savvy investor with a keen interest in

finance, then direct funds can be the right choice for him. Many individuals, thus, rely on

external agents for mutual fund investments only for the sake of convenience.

How to Switch From Direct to Regular Plan?

In the case of direct funds, one buys fund units directly from a fund house. Some investors who

have invested in direct plans might find it difficult or time-consuming to manage their portfolio.

For such investors, switching from direct to regular funds makes sense. With a nominal

additional charge, a distributor or an agent can help investors manage their investments

effectively. The procedure to switch from a direct plan to a regular plan is the same as above.

However, there is a slight difference here. The ‘Switch From’ option changes to the direct plan

and the ‘Switch To’ option shows a regular plan.

Advantages of Switching From Direct to Regular Plan

If one opts to invest in a regular plan, then they get reliable investment advice and

recommendations. It is essential to analyze the mutual fund performance and this keeps

fluctuating, especially when we compare it with other similar products. One main advantage of
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investing in a regular plan is that we need to do our documentation and KYC only once. An

intermediary can guide us to the right fund based on our current income, risk profile and

investment goals. Their services don’t stop at just at making us invest. They also do a regular

review of our portfolio and re-balance the same if necessary.

Should we Switch from One to Another?

Regardless of whether we are switching from a regular plan to a direct plan or vice versa, we

must remember that switching of funds means selling our current units and purchasing units

under the new scheme. Exit loads, if any, will be applicable and tax implications must be

considered. Therefore, be wise when making a switch decision and consider the overall financial

goals before making any such decision.

Things to Consider While Switching to Direct Mutual Funds

How much should One Switch?

One can choose to switch his existing portfolio to direct funds either in full or partially. However,

with the switch being a kind of reinvestment, our funds can be subject to capital gains tax and

exit load. Hence, it is advised to make sure that we are switching our funds in full only when

there is no exit load or capital gains tax applicable to our investments.

What are the Expenses involved in the Switch?

1. Capital Gains Tax: Since switching from regular funds to direct mutual funds is considered

as a new investment, the switch can attract tax on capital gains. The applicable taxes can also

vary depending on the type of capital gains i.e. long-term or short-term capital gains.

2. Exit Load: A switch from our existing regular mutual fund portfolio to a direct mutual fund

plan can also attract exit load. Hence, it is advised to ensure that we are aware of the exit

loads applicable to our investments before making a switch. When switching a regular ELSS

to a direct ELSS, investors should also be aware of the fact that the lock-in period on the

direct mutual fund plan will restart as the switch will be considered a new investment.

Why should One consolidate his Portfolio?

Once we have completed the process of switching our regular mutual fund plans to a direct one,

it is advised that we re-evaluate the investments in our portfolio. This will help us assess and

reconsider the allocation of our funds.

In some cases, we might realize that we have too many portfolios in our possession. This might

be due to the funds we have directly invested in through various distributors or websites.

Consolidating our portfolios will not only help us concentrate on fund allocation but also give us

a clear picture of how our funds are performing towards our financial goals.
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Why should One Re-evaluate his Portfolio?

It is always advised to review the performance of our portfolio once we have performed the

switch. We would neither want to have a fund which is performing poorly nor have too many

funds exposed to the same stock or equity (mutual fund overlap). We can always take the help of

a financial advisor in case we find it difficult to review our portfolio. Most direct mutual fund

platforms also offer an online financial advisory system to guide us through the problem.

Switching our mutual funds is very much similar to that of making a new investment. Hence, it is

advised that we take it seriously.

Dividend or Growth Option: Purpose, Suitability, Taxability

Investing in mutual funds involves choosing between dividend or growth option. The choice

ultimately depends upon our financial objectives.

What is a Dividend Option?

In case of a dividend option, profits made by the scheme are not re-invested in the scheme.

Instead, gains will be distributed among the investors by way of dividends; on a quarterly, half-

yearly or annual basis. However, the fund doesn’t guarantee as regards the amount and frequency

of dividend payment. Usually, the fund manager declares the dividend only when the scheme

generates profits. Dividends are paid by redeeming equivalent units of the scheme. Suppose we

invest Rs. 10 in an equity fund. The NAV of the fund increases to Rs. 15 and the fund manager

declares a dividend of Rs. 2. After the payment of dividend, the NAV of the fund falls to Rs. 13

(usually charges are involved and the final value would be a tad less than Rs. 13 only).

What is a Growth Option?

We can perceive the growth option like a cumulative option. The profits made by the scheme are

not paid by way of dividend. Instead, these get accumulated and form part of the scheme via re-

investment. So, whenever the scheme makes a profit, its NAV rises automatically. Conversely,

when the scheme suffers a loss, the NAV falls. The only way to get back profits is to sell units of

the scheme. Suppose we buy 100 units of an equity fund at a NAV of Rs. 40. Under the growth

option, the NAV of the scheme rises to Rs. 50 in one year. We sell the units and receive a sum of

Rs. 5,000. Hence, our profits from the investment are Rs. 1,000 (Rs. 5,000-Rs. 4,000).

What is the Purpose of Having Different Options?

While choosing a mutual fund, an investor is required to make a range of choices. Among them,

the most puzzling decisions are the ones relating to choosing between the growth option and the

dividend option. These options relate to how the fund needs to deal with the gains made by the

fund over time. Each option has its own set of advantages and disadvantages. An investor needs

to make a choice based on their personal financial goals and needs. However, once the investor

gains clarity on these aspects, making a choice will seem breezy. The NAV of the dividend

option of a mutual fund scheme might be different from that of a growth option. In fact, in most
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of the cases, NAV of growth option is found to be higher than the dividend option. Investors

might wonder if the schemes are different or same. The scheme is the same and the difference in

NAVs is due to the compounding effect. In both options, the scheme invests in identical

securities but the manner of distribution of profit varies. The investment objective, holdings,

performance and fund manager remains the same and only the manner of delivering return/s

changes.

Which Option is Suitable for the Investor?

Whether to go for dividend option or growth option solely depends on our needs. Dividend

option works best when markets are at all-time high. As the NAV of the fund rise consistently,

the likelihood of fund declaring dividends is higher. Moreover, if we are dependent on our

investments for a regular income, the dividend option might work for us. However, we may lose

on the compounding of returns aspect as dividends won’t be reinvested in the scheme. Wealth

accumulation may slow down as compared to growth option. Growth option can be suitable for

investors having a long-term investment horizon. It will help them in accumulating corpus for

retirement. Moreover, in case we earn a regular income and aren’t in need of dividends, go for

growth option.

How are Different Options Taxed?

Both of the options will have different tax treatment. In the Budget 2018, a dividend distribution

tax (DDT) at the rate of 10% was proposed on equity-oriented mutual funds. The dividend was

not to be taxed in the hands of investors. However, the DDT reduced the return on equity funds.

As regards growth option, long-term capital gains over Rs. 1 lakh on equity funds were to be

taxed at the rate of 10%. In Budget 2020, the Finance Minister abolished Dividend Distribution

Tax (DDT). Now, the incidence of dividend income taxation has been shifted to investors from

the companies. Dividend received from an Indian company was exempt until 31st March 2020

(FY 2019-20). That was because the company declaring such dividend already paid dividend

distribution tax (DDT) before making payment. However, the Finance Act, 2020 (modified after

Budget 2020) changed the method of dividend taxation. Henceforth, all dividends received on or

after 1st April 2020 is taxable in the hands of the investor/shareholder. The DDT liability on

companies and mutual fund/s stands withdrawn. Similarly, the tax of 10% on dividend receipts

of resident individuals, HUF and firms in excess of Rs. 10 lakh (Section 115BBDA) also stands

withdrawn. The Finance Act, 2020 also imposed a TDS on dividend distribution by companies

and mutual funds on or after 1st April 2020. The normal rate of TDS is 10% on dividend income

paid in excess of Rs. 5,000 from a company or mutual fund. However, as a COVID-19 relief

measure, the government reduced the TDS rate to 7.5% for distribution from 14th May 2020 until

31st March 2021. Just to simplify in an example – For instance, Sumit received dividend

amounting to Rs. 6,000 from an Indian company on 15th June 2020. Since his dividend income

exceeds Rs. 5,000, the company will deduct a TDS @7.5% on the dividend income which is Rs.

450. Sumit will receive the balance amount of Rs. 5,550. Further, the dividend income is the

taxable income of Sumit taxed at the slab rates applicable for FY 2020-21 (AY 2021-22). The
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Finance Act, 2020 also provides for deduction of interest expense incurred against the dividend.

The deduction should not exceed 20% of the dividend income received. However, we are not

entitled to claim a deduction for any other expenditure incurred for earning the dividend income.

In the above example, if Sumit borrowed (loan) money to invest in equity shares and paid

interest of Rs. 2,700 during FY 2020-21, only Rs. 1,200 (20% of Rs. 6,000 dividend) is

allowable as an interest deduction (out of Rs. 2,700). If the interest paid by Sumit was Rs. 1,100

during FY 2020-21, he will get a deduction of Rs. 1,100 only and not Rs. 1,200 (20% of Rs.

6,000) because it is either the actual amount or 20%, whichever is lower.

Dividend Received from Foreign Company

Dividend received from a foreign company is taxable. It will be charged to tax under the head

“income from other sources.” Dividend received from a foreign company will be included in the

total income of the taxpayer and will be charged to tax at the rates applicable to the taxpayer. For

instance, if the taxpayer comes in the 30% tax slab rate, then such dividend will also be taxable

at 30% along with cess. Even in the case of foreign dividend, the investor can claim deduction

only for the interest expense restricted to 20% of the gross dividend income.

Relief from Double Taxation

Dividend received from a foreign company gets taxed both in India and in the home country of

the foreign company. However, if the tax on an international company’s dividend has been paid

twice (i.e. paid in both the nations), then the taxpayer can claim double taxation relief. The relief

claimed can be either as per the provisions of double taxation avoidance agreement entered into

by the Government of India, with the country to which the foreign company belongs, or he can

claim relief as per Section 91 (in case, no such agreement exists). This means that the taxpayer

doesn’t have to pay tax on the same income twice.

How to Switch From Dividend to Growth Option?

It is possible to switch from dividend option to growth option or vice-versa. It would entail sale

of old units and purchase of new units. This might attract exit loads along with a tax on capital

gains. Before we switch from one option to another, it is wise to check for both these aspects.

Mutual Fund Portfolio Overlap

Mutual Fund Portfolio

A mutual fund (MF) is formed when the capital collected by various investors (can be individual

or institutional) is invested in purchasing capital assets such as stocks, bonds and bills. We can

design our mutual fund portfolio by investing in funds that suit our goals and objectives. We all

know by now, mutual funds are broadly classified into debt, hybrid and equity funds, depending

on the equity exposure. If the fund we are investing is debt-dominated, then it is termed as a debt

fund, if not, then it termed as an equity fund. Hybrid or balanced funds have almost equal

exposures to debt and equity.
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Mutual Fund Portfolio Overlap

Mutual fund portfolio overlap occurs when we invest in two or more different funds investing in

the same asset such as shares of a particular company. We invest in various funds to diversify

our investment portfolio. If the funds we invested in purchase the same assets, then our objective

of diversifying the portfolio will not be served.

Example of Mutual Fund Portfolio Overlap

Consider the following example to understand better the scenario of mutual fund portfolio

overlap:

We invest in ABC MF, which predominantly invests in purchasing shares of the company XYZ.

We invest in another DEF MF which also invests in the shares of the same company XYZ. Since

both MFs ABC and DEF invest mostly in the shares of XYZ, they are said to be overlapping.

What happens with Mutual Fund Portfolio Overlap?

As a mutual fund investor, we don’t get our mutual fund portfolio diversified by merely

investing in various funds. A true diversification of the portfolio happens only when the funds

we invest, in turn, invests across multiple asset classes. If the asset classes in which our funds

have invested suffer losses, then, the overall loss of the portfolio would be magnified if there is

an overlap.

How to avoid Mutual Fund Portfolio Overlap?

To avoid mutual fund portfolio overlap, we need to check the asset classes in which the funds

invest. Various websites help us with finding out if the funds are overlapping. We need to enter

the scheme names and they show if the funds are overlapping.

Why should One diversify Mutual Fund Portfolio?

Diversification of the portfolio helps to maximize the returns on the investment. Investing in

different asset classes facilitates risk mitigation. Although diversification does not guarantee the

prevention of losses, it does help in minimizing the losses. Portfolio diversification is essential

for long-term investments. Better diversification of the portfolio helps in downside protection,

and market volatility will be under control. Diversification of the portfolio will make sure that if

one asset class performs below the expectations, then our overall portfolio is not impacted in a

big way. It is always wise to know the investment goals of the funds before investing. It is good

to consider investing across various funds. Avoid overlapping as it amplifies the losses.

Goal Planning
It is rightly said “If you don’t know where you want to go, then it doesn’t matter which path you

take”. Irrespective of which stage of life we are at, goal planning must be the core of our

financial planning. Goal planning relates to setting financial goals and developing plans to

achieve them. Our financial goals can be short-term and long-term. Short-term goals can be
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achieved within a span of 1-3 years. Examples are setting budget, building an emergency fund,

buying a car, planning an exotic vacation and others. Long-term goals usually take a longer span

of 10-15 years or even more. Examples are planning for retirement, buying a home and others.

When we categorize our goal into different buckets, investing for it becomes based on the risk

profile. This goal planner enables us to develop a comprehensive plan for different kinds of

financial goals like buying an asset, saving for education, planning for marriage, retirement

planning and other goals. This planner considers our entire gamut of investment needs while

advising a corpus to achieve them. It makes sure that nothing is left out while building a financial

plan and acts as an absolute plan to examine our needs. We need to enter the goal amount and

investment horizon. Based on an assumed rate of return, the planner gives us monthly amount

that we need to contribute towards goal achievement.

Benefits

If we don’t plan our future goals, we are never going to achieve them. Goal planning helps us to

manage our finances successfully. Goals provide us the required direction and motivation.

Moreover, we get a yardstick to measure our progress towards the financial goals. Goals will

help us to bridge the gap of “where we are” and “where we want to be”. These prevent us from

spending more than we have planned for. We already know what is the next expenditure on our

agenda? In this way, we can avoid surprises and stay away from the vicious cycle of credit card

debt. Additionally, we can face major risks of life with confidence and avoid any vulnerability.

How to build a Goal Driven Portfolio?

Most investment portfolios these days are built on a specific goal that the investors are looking to

achieve. Knowing the goal before-hand is beneficial as it helps investors in deciding the structure

of their investment portfolio.

Goal Driven Portfolio

The goal-driven portfolio is comparatively a new way of managing investment and wealth,

which stresses on investing with a view of achieving specific goals and requirements. Generally,

goal-driven investments include a financial advisor or wealth manager, helping their clients with

the roadmap to accomplish their goals. Each investor may have his or her purposes, such as

retirement planning, children’s education and so on. Some investors would bear some risk in

exchange for high returns while others would prefer to stay risk-averse to protect their capital

and they don’t focus much on beating the benchmark.

Understanding a Goal-Driven Portfolio

As mentioned earlier, goal-based investing varies considerably from the conventional way of

making investments. In the concept of the goal-driven portfolio, the success of an investor

depends on whether or not he or she can meet their goals and requirements and not on how well

their investments have performed over a given timeframe. The comparison of the performance of

investments against the benchmark will not have any significance once the investor achieves the

goal. In short, goal-driven investing is all about achieving the set goal and not on beating the
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benchmark. For instance, an individual who is looking to secure his retirement in about a year

will not like to bear any risk and would rather look at preserving everything that they have

accumulated in their portfolio, thus, far. This investor will have to look at options that provide

the much-needed security for the accumulated corpus rather than the opportunity for growth. A

goal-driven portfolio will help individuals in defining their meaning of success as per their needs

and will make the comparison of their portfolio performance with the benchmark insignificant.

Typically, an investor wanting to secure his or her retirement, which is not far, will have a

conservative approach in building his or her portfolio. In contrast, the investor who is planning

for long-term needs such as children’s higher education (which is about fifteen years away)

would have a much aggressive approach in building their portfolio.

Importance of a Goal-Driven Portfolio

Individuals must build their portfolio around their goals these days. This will help individuals to

plan their portfolio better as they would know the extent of risk they are willing to take and can

include suitable investment options and strategies in their portfolio. For example, an investor

who is looking at securing his or her retirement in a short span could allocate about 10% of their

portfolio towards equities. In comparison, the rest 90% could go in fixed-income securities that

are considered much safer. On the other hand, investors looking to plan for a goal which is about

fifteen years away, such as children’s higher education may allocate about 50% of their portfolio

towards equities and fixed-income instruments. The following are the benefits of having a goal-

driven investment portfolio:

1. The long-term financial planning around a particular goal will ensure that the investor stays

away from making impulsive decisions depending on the market movements.

2. The investors will not be needed to look at how the markets have performed over a given

period if they go on to achieve their goal.

Having a goal-driven portfolio is good in the long run as investors will be transparent with that

they want and can make investment-related decisions accordingly. There is no need to compare

the performance of their portfolio of investments with the benchmark as there is no need for it.

(Series to be Continued)

(We shall continue this Article on Finance in the Part 19 of this Series in Volume 3 Issue

4 – July–August 2020 Issue – First Part with Mutual Funds)
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